Dramatic mutation instability in HD mouse striatum: does polyglutamine load contribute to cell-specific vulnerability in Huntington's disease?
An unstable CAG triplet repeat expansion encoding a polyglutamine stretch within the ubiquitously expressed protein huntingtin is responsible for causing Huntington's disease (HD). By quantifying the repeat sizes of individual mutant alleles in tissues derived from an accurate genetic mouse model of HD we show that the mutation becomes very unstable in striatal tissue. The expansion-biased changes increase with age, such that some striatal cells from old HD mice contain mutations that have tripled in size. If this pattern of repeat instability is recapitulated in human striatal tissue, the concomitant increased polyglutamine load may contribute to the patterns of selective neuronal cell death in HD. Our findings also suggest that trinucleotide repeat instability can occur by mechanisms that are not replication-based.